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Paid work experiences for students as
employees; these may
with school supervised work program.

SUMMER/PART-TIME JOB

or may not be associated

work

for

students as
aLike worksite training program, certain

activities performed by an extension
of their academic programs. The training is
academically oriented the benefit of the
student, and no employer-employee relationship
exists.
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studentorEducator
educational scholarships for students through
your company or foundation.
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or specific
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INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW

person, by
group about a profession

JOB SHADOW
A specific type of local school-supervised
work-based learning activity meant to
support student career exploration activities
as part of a quality Academic and Career
Planning delivery system. Job shadowing
is short-term and exploratory in nature.
The experience should be planned to
provide opportunities to explore all aspects
of the business or industry as well as the
specific of job to be shadowed. Students
may practice hands-on tasks but not
perform actual work for the employer.
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presentations
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